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Abstract  

This paper presents a simple framework for analysing the operation and effectiveness of 

monetary policy in open economies in the spirit of aggregative approaches that are the 

mainstay of intermediate macroeconomic theory.  Combining standard macroeconomic 

relations with precepts from international finance, it provides further lessons for the conduct 

of monetary policy under inflation targeting.  It first confirms the classic Mundell-Fleming 

result that monetary policy is only effective as a stabilization instrument under floating 

exchange rates, yet goes further in showing that countercyclical monetary policy is 

incompatible with inflation targeting under fixed exchange rates.  Second, it highlights the 

importance of anchoring inflation expectations as a means of inflation control.  Third, it 

suggests how central banks should react to changes in the monetary stance abroad, and lastly, 

how monetary policy should respond to productivity improvement at home under floating 

exchange rates.     
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OPTIMAL MONETARY POLICY IN INFLATION TARGETING  

OPEN ECONOMIES: A MACRO-FOUNDATIONS APPROACH  

  

1. Introduction 

Over recent decades inflation targeting has become the modus operandi of monetary policy in 

many advanced economies (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Sweden, Finland, Norway, Spain 

and the United Kingdom) and emerging economies (Brazil, Chile, Israel Mexico, Turkey and 

South Africa), at the same time as international capital markets have become far more 

integrated.   

 

To achieve low inflation, central banks directly manipulate a short term interest rate rather than 

money supplies or exchange rates.  One intermediate policy instrument, a prescribed interest 

rate, is used to hit one target, a low medium term inflation rate, via its impact on other domestic 

and international monetary variables. The paper abstracts from the contentious issue of whether 

asset prices should also be targeted by independent central banks (see Goodhart and Hofman 

2008, and Cecchetti, Genberg and Wadhwani 2003). 

  

An earlier literature has focused mainly on the domestic channels through which the monetary 

transmission mechanism works, including through the interest rate, credit and asset price 

channels (see inter alia, Bernanke and Blinder 1992, Bernanke 1993, Gertler and Gilchrist 

1993, Hubbard 1995, Bernanke and Mishkin 1997, Woodford 2003 and Mishkin 2007).  

Relatively less attention has since been paid to international financial variables which have 

assumed greater relevance in the context of more highly integrated international capital markets 

with the exception of recent work focussing on transmission of liquidity shocks through the 

banking sector (see Cetorelli and Goldberg 2012 and Schnabl 2012).   
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Another literature stream focuses on operating rules for monetary policy in setting the official 

interest rate in light of an economy’s inflation and unemployment.  The best known of these is 

the Taylor-Rule (following Taylor 1993) which prescribes the optimal official interest rate as 

a function of deviations from the inflation target, the output gap and the natural rate of interest, 

originally specified for a closed economy.  Ball (1999) considers open economy monetary 

rules. 

 

Numerous questions about the nature and effectiveness of the monetary policy transmission 

mechanism in financially integrated economies require clarification.  For instance, how 

compatible is countercyclical monetary policy with inflation targeting under different exchange 

rate regimes?  How do inflationary expectations affect domestic inflation and the real 

economy?  How do changing interest risk premia and foreign interest rate movements affect 

domestic monetary policy settings?  And how should monetary policy deal with productivity 

shocks?  This paper aims to provide clear-cut answers to these questions with reference to a 

simple international monetary framework that links domestic and foreign interest rates, 

monetary aggregates, nominal and real exchange rates, aggregate demand and output, domestic 

and foreign price levels, and inflation expectations.   

 

This alternative approach extends conventional international monetary analysis in the spirit of 

Mundell-Fleming (MF) analysis which remains central to textbook macroeconomics and 

advanced surveys of the field (Marston 1985, Argy 1994, Gandolfo 2001, Wickens 2011) due 

to its neat results about policy effectiveness under polar exchange rate regimes.  Another 

paradigm for analysing financially globalised economies, the inter-temporal approach, 

primarily focuses on the behavior of consumption, saving, investment and international capital 

flows with reference to optimising, forward-looking, representative-agent consumers and 
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producers (see Frenkel and Razin 1987, Obstfeld and Rogoff 1996, Vegh 2013 and Uribe and 

Schmitt-Grohe 2017, amongst others).   

 

The monetary policy implications of versions of this paradigm that include money, price levels 

and exchange rates depend however on the way the micro-foundations themselves, such as the 

nature of utility functions and sources of price rigidities, are specified (Taylor and Sarno 2003).  

Though micro-founded models yield useful insights, their inherent complexity disguises 

important linkages between official, domestic and foreign interest rates, monetary aggregates, 

exchange rates and the real economy.    

 

In contrast, the simple macro-founded framework of this paper derives clear results of 

particular relevance to the conduct of monetary policy in financially globalized economies.  It 

is in the spirit of aggregative approaches that form the core of textbook macroeconomic theory 

and proceeds as follows.  In section 2, an international monetary framework is developed which 

is subsequently used in section 3 to analyse the effects of a sequence of exogenous domestic 

and foreign real and monetary shocks.  The final section highlights novel results derived from 

the model. 

 

2.  The Basic Model 

2.1 The Monetary Sector  

Under an inflation targeting regime, the central bank sets the short term policy interest rate,    

cr , as the intermediate target of monetary policy by manipulating liquidity in the money 

market, thereby altering the domestic money supply in relation to domestic money demand.  

This official rate, assumed to be above the zero lower bound, influences the ‘average’ domestic 

interest rate, r, according to  
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cr r                               (1) 

where   is the proportion of the change in the official interest rate that passes through to the 

average domestic interest rate the central bank mandates for the economy and, inter alia, 

reflects expectations about future short term rates through the term structure.   

 

The underlying domestic interest rate adjusts according to an excess of the real demand for 

cash balances, L, over the central bank controlled money supply, such that    

 ( , )
M

r L r
P

 
    

 
                               (2)  

where   governs the rate of adjustment.  Money demand depends positively on aggregate 

expenditure, , according to parameter  , and negatively on the short run interest rate, 

according to the parameter  .  Money market equilibrium is established quickly and prevails 

when 0r  , such that   

     
M

r
P
           00  ,                      (3) 

The domestic interest rate, r, is related to an appropriately weighted foreign interest rate via 

uncovered interest parity, inclusive of a time varying risk premium.  Since, ê  expected 

exchange rate depreciation, is 1
f

e
 ,  we can express this relationship as 

 
* ˆr r e        or     

* 1
f

r r
e

        (4) 

where  

*r  is the exogenous foreign interest rate,  

   is the time varying risk premium, and 

f  is the expected future exchange rate.   

Substituting this interest parity relation into (3), 
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Partially differentiating (5) with respect to the exchange rate, 

  
2

0
f

e e

   
 

   (6)    

This implies a downward sloping schedule in exchange rate-national income space.  However, 

to facilitate understanding, the nominal effective exchange rate for the purposes of the diagrams 

to follow is redefined as 
e

E 1 , such that a rise (fall) in the value of E denotes appreciation 

(depreciation).  This allows us to draw the upward sloping schedule MM schedule in E   

space, as shown in Figure 1.   

Moreover, *0, 0, 0, 0, 0
M P fr

        
   

 (7) 

which means changes in base money, the price level, foreign interest rate, expected exchange 

rate and risk premium, as well as the parameters governing money demand, are shift factors.   

 

2.2 The Real Sector  

In the real sector, aggregate demand equals expenditure on consumption, investment, and net 

exports.  Hence,  

 ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )c q i r q x R m R                  (8) 

where   

   is aggregate expenditure  

q   is wealth 

c   is private and public consumption 

i   is public and private investment  

r   is the interest rate  

x   is exports of goods and services  
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m is imports of goods and services, and 

R  is the real exchange rate.  

The real exchange rate is defined as   

 
*ePR

P
                                                              (9) 

where  

P is the domestic price level, and  

P* the foreign price level, presumed exogenous. 

Next real consumption, investment, exports and imports are assumed to behave as follows. 

  c c q                            10   (10) 

 i i r q                                (11) 

 g g  (12) 

 x x R                    (13) 

 m m R        10    (14) 

where  

m,x,i,c  represent autonomous consumption, investment, exports and imports in real terms, 

  is the propensity to consume  

  gauges the responsiveness of investment to the real interest rate  

,  gauge the responsiveness of consumption, investment spending to wealth  

  is the responsiveness of export volumes to the real exchange rate  

  is the propensity to import   

  is the responsiveness of import volumes to the real exchange rate. 

 

Equation (10) conventionally suggests that, apart from an autonomous component that includes 

government spending, national income and wealth influence short run consumption spending.  
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Alternatively, supposing that private consumption depends on life cycle (Modigliani 1986) or 

permanent (Friedman 1957) income rather than current income makes no qualitative difference 

to the subsequent analysis.  Equation (11) proposes that the real interest rate and wealth affect 

investment.  Equation (12) shows government spending is exogenous, whereas (13) and (14) 

show exports and imports react oppositely to real exchange rate variation.  Aggregate demand 

also positively influences imports.    

 

Summing relations (10)-(14), specifying total autonomous spending as  , substituting (4), and 

solving for   yields 

 

* *( ( ) (ξ ς)( ) ( 1 )

(1 μ α)

fePq r
P e

       
 

 
   (15) 

Partially differentiating (15) with respect to the nominal exchange rate yields                            

*

2(ξ ς)( )
0

1

fP
P e

e

 
  

 
     (16)   

which implies aggregate demand is positively related to the exchange rate as defined.  This 

provides a basis for analysing short run national income determination in exchange rate - 

national income space.   

 

Since 0



e

y
 , if we again redefine e as the reciprocal of E, it follows that 0




E
y

.  

Therefore a downward sloping schedule, labelled the AD schedule can be drawn in exchange 

rate-national income (or E ) space, as shown in Figure 1. 

Moreover, *0, 0, 0, 0, 0
q P fr

        
   

  (17) 

Hence, higher asset prices shift the AD schedule right, whereas a higher price level, foreign 

interest rate, risk premium and expected depreciation shift it left. 
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           Figure 1 – Monetary and Real Sector Equilibrium 

 

2.3   Price Level Dynamics 

The national price level is a weighted measure of the prices of domestic goods and services, dP

, and the prices of imported goods and services in domestic currency terms, mP  

 (1 )    d mP P P                                             (18) 

The price level and hence inflation rises through time when either of these two components 

rise.  That is, 

 (1 )    mdP P P             (19) 
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The rate at which the level of domestic goods and services prices increase, dP , depends on an 

adjustment parameter governing the equilibration of aggregate demand and output at the 

natural rate of unemployment (‘full employment’ output), or the rate at which the output gap 

closes, such that 

 ( )dP y                   (20) 

The price level increases whenever domestic demand for goods and services rises above the 

natural rate output level due to an excess of domestic demand for goods and services over full 

employment output.  This puts upward pressure on domestically produced goods and services 

as well as wages which influence those prices, especially services prices.  Price level 

equilibrium prevails when 0P  or  when y  . 

 

Imported goods and services prices rise according to the rate of exchange rate pass-through 

from foreign currency prices, 
*

mP , to corresponding domestic currency values.  If exchange rate 

pass-through occurs immediately, domestic currency prices of imported goods and services 

fully reflect the nominal exchange rate change.  However, in practice pass-through occurs 

gradually through an adjustment process, such that  

   
*( )m m mP eP P         (21) 

where   is the adjustment parameter.  When full exchange rate pass-through has occurred 

0mP  or when 
*

m mP eP .  If 
*

mP  is normalised at unity, full pass-through can be expressed 

as  1mdP
de

  .        (22) 

With these foundations, it is possible to derive theoretical results about the operation and 

effectiveness of monetary policy in response to monetary and real sector shocks under an 

inflation targeting regime.  These include (i) how the exchange rate regime influences the 

potency of monetary policy as a stabilization instrument under inflation targeting, (ii) the 
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importance of inflation expectations, (iii) how changes in the stance of monetary policy abroad 

are transmitted to the domestic economy and (iv) how monetary policy has to operate to ensure 

price level stability as an economy grows as productivity improves.  

    

 3.  Monetary Transmission under Inflation Targeting 

This framework can first be applied to confirm the effectiveness of monetary policy as a 

stabilisation instrument under alternative exchange rate regimes.  It is assumed the central bank 

aims to control inflation at between 1-2 percent due to the upward bias in published inflation 

measures of this order arising from product quality change, the introduction of new goods, and 

commodity substitution effects.  See Sabourin (2012) and Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2012). 

 

3.1 The Effectiveness of Monetary Policy  

First, consider the case of a collapse in asset prices, q, which reduces wealth, and hence 

domestic consumption and investment.  This shifts the AD schedule left and creates an output 

gap, which puts downward pressure on domestic prices, as shown in Figure 2.  A sudden 

relaxation of the monetary stance in response to this expenditure shock via a reduction in the 

official interest rate immediately raises liquidity and the nominal money base, shifting the MM 

schedule right.  

 

With faster adjustment in the monetary sector compared to the real sector, the nominal 

exchange rate is initially likely to overshoot in the Dornbusch (1976) sense, so the real 

exchange rate immediately falls.  Thereafter, the boost to competitiveness from real exchange 

rate depreciation encourages higher net exports which increases aggregate demand, a move 

down the AD schedule, for given output.   
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Figure 2 – Monetary Expansion in Response to an Expenditure Shock 

 

This result is consistent with the classic result of the textbook Mundell-Fleming model.  

However it extends that approach by incorporating policy reactions under inflation targeting.  

In addition, it shows that a fixed exchange rate regime would exacerbate the output gap, since 

maintaining the exchange rate at E  necessitates monetary contraction which further widens 

the output gap, thereby worsening the recession and unemployment and putting greater 

downward pressure on domestic prices.  

 

On the other hand, a positive demand shock at full employment would shift AD rightwards, 

put upward pressure on inflation, necessitating monetary tightening, which under a floating 

exchange rate regime, would further appreciate the currency.  Yet if the exchange rate is fixed, 

monetary expansion is required to maintain the pegged rate.  This would further widen the 
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output gap in the opposite way and exacerbate the inflation problem.  Hence with a fixed 

exchange rate countercyclical monetary policy is incompatible with inflation targeting. 

 

3.2 Higher Inflation Expectations 

The framework also shows that the success of inflation targeting critically depends on 

controlling inflation expectations.  In this framework, changed expectations about the future 

domestic price level effectively have the same impact on the economy as a change in the 

monetary stance itself.  For example, if domestic agents suddenly expect the future domestic 

price level to be higher at full employment, the expected future exchange rate would be weaker 

via expected purchasing power parity.   

Absolute purchasing power parity (PPP) implies *
Pe

P
 (see Froot and Rogoff 1995, Lopez 

2007, Papell 2004 and Taylor 2002 for related discussion).  When expressed in expected form, 

PPP implies the future exchange rate should reflect expected future price levels at home and 

abroad, such that 

  1
*1
1

P
e f

P






  


   (23) 

where   is an expectations operator.  For given expectations about the foreign price level, any 

expected change in 1P would be reflected in a change in f.   

 

A higher expected price level therefore shifts MM schedule out as in Figure 3, immediately 

depreciating the exchange rate which increases aggregate spending, generating inflationary 

pressure.  To counter this, the central bank then has to tighten liquidity by raising official 

interest rates.  The AD would also tend to shift leftward via an interest rate-related effect, 
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although this is presumed of second order importance given sluggish short run adjustment in 

the goods and services markets. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Monetary Policy and Higher Inflation Expectations  

 

Similar results apply if there is a worsening of risk perception.  For example, if a country 

experiences a creditworthiness downgrade by a major rating agency,   would rise and the MM 

schedule would shift out, generating inflationary pressure.  The central bank would then be 

obliged to raise the official interest rate to maintain the inflation target. 
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3.3 Monetary Policy Abroad   

Standard models inadequately address the important policy issue of how the central bank 

should react to a change in the monetary policy stance abroad (a lower
*r ).  However in this 

framework the result is quite straightforward since a lower foreign interest rate causes a 

leftward MM shift, immediately appreciating the nominal and real exchange rate, as shown in 

Figure 4.  There would also be a tendency for the AD schedule to shift right due to a lower 

foreign interest rate affecting investment, although again this would be with a lag and of second 

order importance.   

 

 

 

     Figure 4 – Monetary Expansion Abroad 
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In effect expansionary monetary policy abroad depicted here demonstrates a ‘beggar-thy-

neighbour’ effect on trading partners that warrants an immediate domestic monetary response.  

In particular, if home country inflation is to remain on target, the official domestic interest rate 

has to be lowered to offset the deflationary pressure and slowdown in domestic spending due 

to lost competitiveness that immediately arises from a change in the monetary stance abroad.   

 

4.  Productivity Gains  

Lastly, consider the international monetary implications of a real shock in the form of 

productivity improvement.  Higher capital productivity for instance would, for given interest 

rates, raise the value of equity claims to capital, and hence increase the value of q.  This induces 

additional private investment (Tobin 1969), shifting the AD schedule right.  As shown in Figure 

5, this is non-inflationary because the 0P  schedule shifts as national output, y , rises as a 

result of improved capital productivity and higher capital stock.    

 

Under these circumstances the central bank has to increase liquidity, shifting MM right, to 

accommodate higher money demand stemming from increased output.  Otherwise, the currency 

appreciates, with the loss of competitiveness crimping potential non-inflationary growth.  

However, over time in the absence of accommodating monetary policy downward pressure on 

the price level stemming from the productivity induced output expansion, as well as exchange 

rate pass-through, pushes MM rightward until full employment output and total spending co-

incide.   
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    Figure 5 – Productivity Improvement 

 

5.  Concluding Comments  

This paper has re-examined the monetary transmission mechanism under inflation targeting for 

financially integrated economies using a framework that combines conventional 

macroeconomic behaviorial relationships with precepts of international finance.   The above 

aggregate framework is of course subject to the standard criticisms that have been directed at 

static ad hoc models that lack micro-founded first principles and elaborate dynamics.  Yet 

simpler models, as mainstay textbook theory attests, not only improve our understanding of 

macroeconomic linkages but provide clear cut lessons for policy.   
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For instance, apart from showing that fixed exchange rates and inflation targeting are 

incompatible in the face of expenditure shocks, the aggregative model in this paper prescribes 

which way official interest rates need to move to counter external and domestic productivity 

shocks, as summarised in Table 1.   

 
Monetary shock: Short run effect on: Required monetary  Long run output effect  

 E π policy response: under inflation targeting: 

      
     
      

Rising inflationary expectations ↓ ↑ 
 

0 
 
Creditworthiness downgrade ↓ ↑ 

 
 0 

 
Expansionary monetary policy abroad ↑ ↓ 

 
0 

      

Improved productivity ↑ ↓   ↑ 

 

 Table 1 – Monetary Policy Responses under Inflation Targeting  

   

These findings have important implications for the conduct and effectiveness of monetary 

policy in financially globalised economies that adopt inflation targeting. The simple framework 

suggests expenditure shocks exacerbate the business cycle and price level changes with fixed 

exchange rates.  It also highlights the importance of sustaining low and stable inflation 

expectations and that central banks have to take monetary settings abroad into account when 

setting domestic interest rates.  Another novel result is that productivity improvement in the 

home economy tends to appreciate nominal and real exchange rates and puts downward 

pressure on the price level and inflation if monetary policy is unaccommodating.
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